
Strive®

Tandem Seating
versatile | adaptable | comfortable



The waiting is easier when 
you wait in comfort. Strive 
tandem seating provides unique 
flex-back comfort with beam-
mounted convenience.

Designed by Giancarlo Piretti, 
Strive has a simplicity that 
complements offices, airports 
or lobbies and is ideal for high-
traffic waiting and public areas. 
Poly seat option endures hard 
use. Upholstered options 
deliver a more upscale aesthetic.

Strive tandem seating offers the 
perfect combination of good 
looks, soothing comfort, easy 
maintenance and affordability.

Strive® Tandem Seating

Create comfortable multiple seating arrangements that fit your space.  Sturdy beam-mounting 
allows various combinations of seats and in-line or corner tables to meet your public space 
needs.  Choose the number of elements per unit, determine whether in-line or corner tables 
are desired, then specify seats in straight runs, L-shapes, or U-shapes.
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Learn more about
Strive Tandem Seating

Printed on FSC® certified paper, 
using only vegetable-based inks, 

including metallics. Please recycle.

Strive tandem seating is easy to install, 
facilitates cleaning and withstands 
rigorous use.

Simple flex-back design encourages 
movement and relaxation. Slats in the poly 
back permit flexing; while thin, hidden 
steel rods provide durable support. The 
back curves to support the user and the 
contoured seat dissipates pressure points.

Specifications
All poly, upholstered seat or 
upholstered seat and back. Armless, 
end arms only or all arms.

Seat: W18  D18  H17
2 units armless or with arms: W50
3 units armless or with arms: W72
4 units armless: W88
4 units with arms: W94
5 units armless: W107
5 units with arms: W116
Inline table: W20  D20  H17
Corner table: W30  D30  H17


